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The conditions in the streets on the outskirts of Kiev are
thus described by Mr. and Mrs. Stebalo, Americans of
Ukrainian origin.1 "When we arrived at Kiev, we did not at
first find much change in the town, till we went into the suburbs.
There the people's appearance horrified us. Most were lying
down and not moving. Their legs were swollen. They seemed
to be ill. Others were walking in pairs, bent double. Their eyes
were unnaturally distended and stared straight ahead. No one
uttered a word."
Harry Lang was talking to an old woman at Kiev when she
pointed to the crowd which surrounded them and muttered
in a hoarse voice: "Those are not people, they are corpses."
Such are conditions in the towns of the south. But all eye-
witnesses declare that things there are far better than in the
country, though even in the towns only the members of the
so-called "privileged categories" are at all well provided for.
The "non~privileged" masses have to starve and die. In the
countryside of the Ukraine and Northern Caucasus the popula-
tion of certain districts is better off. If you look at these districts
from the train windows on the journey to the health resorts in
the Crimea and the Caucasus nothing particular will be noticed.
Everything looks more or less orderly. It could not be otherwise.
Thousands of people pass along this line daily, not only fromx
Russia but also from Western Europe. But it is enough to go
five or ten miles away from the stations, into the hinterland,
and conditions are quite different. There are corpses lying on
the roads, with flocks of ravens wheeling around them; the
villages are desolate, dead, abandoned; the fields are overgrown
with weeds. It was in the winter and summer of 1933 that most
of the population perished.
Of all the accounts by foreign witnesses who visited Russia,
acd especially the Ukraine, during the summer of 1933,
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